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AMCHAM MAY MONTHLY MEETING WITH A PANEL OF PRIVATE SECTOR AND INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY LEADERS
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AmCham Mongolia hosted its May Monthly Meeting with a panel of leaders from 

the private sector and the international community on May 15. The meeting was 

attended by representatives from AmCham member organizations, foreign 

diplomatic missions, as well as individuals from local and international 

businesses. The panel's members were Dolgion Erdenebaatar, CEO of 

Bloomberg TV Mongolia; Irina Kravchenko, Country representative of EBRD in 

Mongolia; Munkhbat Chuluun, President and CEO of SouthGobi Sands; 

Munkhnasan Narmandakh, CEO of Monpolymet Group; and Russell Whitlow, 

Managing Director of Porsche Mongolia. The panelists shared their views on the 

current state of the Mongolian economy, its outlook, and what challenges their 

respective industries are facing. 

Chairman of AmCham Mongolia Mr. Steve Potter delivered opening remarks, 

stating, “AmCham Mongolia believes that a strong private sector is the 

backbone of the economy, and one of our priorities is encouraging economic 

diversification. It is most appropriate, in my opinion, to hear the voices of the 

private sector on this important topic.”

SouthGobi Sands President and CEO Munkhbat Chuluun shared his 

perspectives on the Mongolian economy, stating, “Currently, the Mongolian 

economy is stable, I would say. As for the future, Mongolian coal is very 

competitive in China and we are hoping that the price of coal remains stable, at 

least until 2020, so that the export of coal can provide support to the 

government.”

Irina Kravchenko, EBRD Country Representative in Mongolia, noted, “EBRD is aiming to increase its outreach, but the government's 

continuity and respect of investment agreements domestically and internationally is still a challenge for attracting potential investors. 

However, there is a lot of hope - hope for macroeconomic stability and improvements in the business environment.” 

Representing Monpolymet Group and the construction sector, CEO Munkhnasan Narmandakh shared her views of the current 

economic state, highlighting, “We are already seeing growth in confidence in the construction sector, and we are hoping to see double-

digit growth in the sector over the next two years.”

CEO of Bloomberg TV Mongolia Dolgion Erdenebaatar told attendees, “It is difficult to say what will happen in the economy over the 

next year or two, because it's difficult to even know what will happen in the next two months.”

Russell Whitlow, Managing Director of Porsche Mongolia, stated, “I do see growth, hope and prospects. Porsche Mongolia's long-term 

strategy is to bring in professionals to train the Mongolian nationals to let them eventually fill our positions.”

MAY, 2018

AMCHAM MAY NETWORKING NIGHT SPONSORED BY MACU AND MSM

On May 23, AmCham Mongolia held its May Night, sponsored by our members MACU and MSM. While delivering opening remarks, 

MACU announced the upcoming launch of their cheese factory and MSM Group highlighted a selection of wine imported by their 

subsidiary. The sponsors presented their products and awarded prizes to lottery draw winners.

MACU develops, produces, sells, distributes and markets fine cheeses made in Mongolia and brings a new approach to the 

commercial utilization of Mongolia's nomadic pastoral milk resources. MSM Group is a 210-member distribution and service 

providing company who officially represents more than 50 world-renowned brands such as Mercedes Benz, John Deere, Atlas Copco, 

and Moet-Hennessy.

Thank you, MACU and MSM Group for your support and continued cooperation.
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MEMBER UPDATES

Porsche Mongolia
Porsche Center Ulaanbaatar organized Kids 

Driving School on May 27, at Sukhbaatar 

Square, for the third consecutive year to raise 

awareness about road safety. The event was 

organized in partnership with the National 

Police Agency, Traffic Police Department, 

and Petrovis LLC, and promoted road safety 

measures with fun exercises for kids and 

their parents. 

Tenger Insurance

Tenger Insurance organized the third annual Financial Forum on May 29, in cooperation with the 

American International Group (AIG). A series of presentations were delivered by guest speakers 

from co-organizer AIG and other local and international organizations on the current 

macroeconomic situation of Mongolia, cyber risk trends, and global corporate risk management 

trends. Oybek Khalilov, CEO of Tenger Insurance, highlighted that the Financial Forum is a key 

event for promoting international insurance standards and good corporate governance in 

Mongolia. 

PWC

Pwc Academy is hosting several workshops in June including trainings on Negotation skills 

(https://www.pwc.com/mn/en/mn-academy/brochures/2018/negotation_skills1_En.pdf),

Emotional intelligence and leadership (https://www.pwc.com/mn/en/mn-

academy/brochures/2018/EI_Leadership1_EN.pdf), various levels of Excel workshops. In 

addition, PwC Academy will organize a 9-day program on Strategic Business Leader 

Level ACCA (https://www.pwc.com/mn/en/mn-academy/brochures/2018/SBL1.pdf).

The PwC Academy is the specialized educational segment of PwC Mongolia and offers a 

variety of training courses covering work-related skills and abilities required for the 

current global business environment. PwC Academy facilitators are experienced PwC 

practitioners, committed to providing accurate knowledge effectively. PwC's workshops 

are offered as open seminars, but can be run as a corporate workshop. To view PwC's full 

training calendar for 2018 please, visit here 

(https://www.pwc.com/mn/en/mnacademy/tailored-courses-and-training-

calendar.html).

Over 80 children took part in the exercises and games, including children with hearing and speech impairments, who were provided 

sign language assistance. 
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AMCHAM POLICY AND ADVOCACY EFFORTS  

AmCham Mongolia and the U.S. Embassy in Ulaanbaatar organized a seminar on the U.S.-Mongolia Transparency Agreement on May 

9, 2018. Private sector and foreign diplomatic mission representatives were joined by AmCham member companies for the seminar, 

which featured presentations and discussions on the Transparency Agreement, and the tools for its implementation in the Law on 

Legislation, the General Administrative Law, and the Law on Procedure for Administrative Cases. The discussions on legislation were 

led by AmCham member law firms Mahoney Liotta LLP, Melville and Erdenedalai LLP, and Minter Ellison LLP.

Transparency Agreement Seminar

The AmCham Auto and Machinery Committee (AAMC) together with the Mongolian Automobile Distributors' Association (MADA), 

Ministry of Road and Transport Development, and the Ministry of Environment and Tourism, organized a workshop on the 

Development of Eco-transport in Mongolia. The workshop featured informative presentations from the participating ministries and 

the National Center for Public Health, as well as a discussion amongst participants supplemented by a presentation of best practices 

from MADA. The multi-stakeholder workshop was a key engagement event by AAMC with sector-specific associations and 

government organizations towards establishing common understanding of the challenges and how to address them. 

AmCham Auto and Machinery committee holds workshop

Within AmCham's mission to promote U.S.-Mongolia bilateral commercial and economic relations, the Board of Directors and 

committees held meetings with relevant Mongolian government officials and visiting U.S. officials in May. 

On May 3, the Board of Directors met with Mongolia's ambassador to the U.S. His Excellency Otgonbayar Yondon during his visit to 

Mongolia to exchange views on the bilateral economic and commercial relations. Ambassador Otgonbayar and the directors shared 

recent updates and agreed to continue cooperation to promote the bilateral relations. 

Also on May 3, AmCham's Agriculture committee Chair Mike Morrow of MACU met with Deputy Director of the Agricultural Trade 

Office at USDA Christopher Bielecki alongside representatives of MCS and Ta Chi Mart. AmCham Chairman Steve Potter also attended 

the meeting with the visiting official, during which our members briefed Mr.Bielecki and discussed the food and beverage sales 

industry in Mongolia. 

AmCham's Board of Directors met with Foreign Minister D.Tsogtbaatar to discuss opportunities and challenges to advancing bilateral 

commercial and economic relations on May 14. The meeting preceded the Foreign Minister's official visit to the United States and was 

a productive pre-departure meeting during which AmCham's Board of Directors shared their thoughts on the matter.

Engagements with relevant state officials to promote U.S.-Mongolia bilateral relations

BUSINESS FORTUNE

How did you get where you are today, and who or what helped you along the way?

After completing my studies in Germany in the field of business administration, I started to work at 

the PwC Germany office in Stuttgart. While being involved in many international projects and 

assignments, I always wanted to realize projects in my home country, Mongolia. Thankfully, I had 

the opportunity to work on several significant projects in Mongolia's finance and mining sectors. 

Shortly after completing said projects, I returned to Mongolia to establish the PwC office in UB, 

which was a great success. After 7 years of successful work at PwC, I was invited to work at the 

headquarters of MCS Group, -one of the biggest privately-owned business conglomerates in 

Mongolia. It was a big change, but the shift from a consultant's role to a management position has 

been very interesting. Working closely with the shareholders and being part of such a successful 

management team is truly a unique experience – one that is not easily found. 

What are the principles you mostly adhere to in business?
Integrity and establishing good relationships are key to being successful in business. Also, social 

intelligence and having the ability to understand your partners and their circumstances are vital for 

success.   

What was a shortcoming that was the most challenging for you in business?
I don't have to think long: political instability and a constantly changing legal environment are the most challenging, and negatively 

affect existing business performance and incoming foreign investment flow. A personally challenging experience was leaving my 

previous company that I built from the ground up, including employees and clients. 

Mr. Esentsengel Sukhee, Deputy CEO

at MCS Group shared his story

in the May Business Fortune corner.

After all this success, what do you struggle with now?
Working in the group's headquarters requires us to be able to oversee many different industries and consistently challenging business 

models. Our group's companies are recognized as the best performing businesses in Mongolia. At the moment, I'm working on 

developing several projects within the group, where I'm targeting a particular undeveloped business sector that I believe has a great 

and consistent future in Mongolia. I'm not there yet, but hopefully, this will be my biggest and latest success.  
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MEMBER CSR 

thThis year's UIM marks the 4  consecutive year of Herbalife Nutrition's 

partnership with the marathon. Herbalife Nutrition has sponsored the 

10km distance of the UIM since 2014, which is now named after 

Herbalife. Over 700 Herbalife members took part and ran the marathon 

together as Team Herbalife to promote and celebrate healthy and 

active lifestyle.

Ulaanbaatar International Marathon 2018

AmCham members Herbalife and MSM sponsored the Ulaanbaatar International Marathon  (UIM) 2018 as part of their CSR 

contributions.

MSM Group sponsored UIM with their import energy drink 

brand, Redbull and members of the MSM Group family took 

part in the marathon's 5km race to promote healthy lifestyle 

and sports to the public.

MEMBER PROMO

MCS Estates

Bella Vista Residence by MCS Estates is located in the 

Zaisan area, which is one of the most prestigious 

residential zones in Ulaanbaatar. Once marked the 

historical epoch of the country, the Zaisan area offers a 

variety of restaurants, malls, shops and supermarkets 

within walking distance. Bella Vista Residence is a gated 

community with 24-hour security in one of the most sought 

after residential areas.

Rental apartment towers are located right next to the Tuul River and offer spectacular panoramic views of the city. Bella 

Vista's secluded residential area offers 5-star amenities: sports facilities, an indoor pool, gym, coffee shop, screen golf, a 

restaurant, and more. Call now and book a tour! +(976)8911-0055 or +(976) 8811-5193

FOR YOUR KNOWLEDGE 

Workforce of the Future

The way that we work is fundamentally changing –disruptive innovations are putting traditional jobs at risk, but at the same time creating 

new industries and business models

As workforces become more diverse and people work longer; traditional career models may soon become extinct. Many of the 

roles and job titles of the future may be ones we have not even thought of yet. 

2 out of 5 people around the world believe that traditional employment won’t be 

around in the future. Instead, people will have their own ‘brands’ and sell their 

skills to those who need them.

44% of people around the world said that the most important thing in a job for 

then is job security.

64% of people around the world believe that technology will improve their job 

prospects.

Source	PwC	(2017) 


